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Purpose of Balancing
The Osprey cyclone is designed to operate with a 
slight positive pressure on its air outlet. If there is 
too much vacuum on the outlet, excessive dust and 
material will be pulled from the top of the cyclone, 
and the cyclone efficiency will drop. An unbalanced 
cyclone will lead to premature failure of a drum filter 
media. The cyclone should be balanced during initial 
system startup, any time a change is made to the 
system, and as a maintenance check every 6 months.

Balancing Procedure
The cyclone is balanced by adjusting the manual 
slide gates in the cyclone outlet duct until the static 
pressure near the cyclone outlet is slightly positive: 
+250 Pa (+1 in. w.c.). A magnehelic gauge or digital 
airflow meter is used to measure the static pressure 
during the adjustment process.

Step 1. Verify that the cyclone ducting and slide 
gates are properly installed.
Refer to the Osprey cyclone installation drawings for 
the specific installation requirements of your system. 
The typical requirements are listed below:

• A 1–1.5 m (40–59 in.) long straight section of 
250 mm (10 in.) duct should be installed on the 
cyclone outlet.

• A 250 mm (10 in.) slide gate (slide gate 1) should be 
installed in this straight section, near the top of the 
section.

• After the slide gate, the ducting should transition to 
the required conveying duct size. This duct size can 
vary per application, but is typically 150 mm (6 in.).

• A 150 mm (6 in.) slide gate (slide gate 2) should be 
installed in the duct run between the cyclone and 
the drum filter. This gate should be installed near 
the drum filter so that there is reasonable distance 
between the two gates.

Note: The cyclone can be balanced using just one 
250 mm (10 in.) slide gate, but it is sometimes easier 
to balance the cyclone if a second 150 mm (6 in.) 
slide gate is also installed and adjustable.

Step 2. Prepare the duct for air measurements.

Drill a 3 mm (1/8 in.) measurement hole in the cyclone 
outlet duct and de-burr the edges.

• The hole should be located within 1 m (40 in.) of the 
cyclone outlet.

• The hole must be located between the cyclone and 
the slide gate.

The hole can now be used to take readings, but should 
be plugged with a plastic hole plug when not in use. 
Dust will leak out of duct if the hole is not plugged.

(Optional) If preferred, a pressure fitting can be 
installed in the drilled hole. There are fittings designed 
to thread into the duct and fittings that are designed 
to be secured with a nut, depending on preference. If 
a fitting is used, it must be a type that can be plugged 
when not being used.

150 mm (6 in.) dia. duct 

from cyclone to drum filter

Optional fittings for insertion into 
measurement hole
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Slide gate 2  
150 mm (6 in.)

Slide gate 1  
250 mm (10 in.)

3 mm (1/8 in.) hole 
(static measurement 
location)

BALANCING AN OSPREY CYCLONE

Drum FilterCyclone
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Static Pressure Reading Result Action Required

+250 Pa (+1 in. w.c.) Matches target pressure None

0 to +500 Pa (0 to +2 in. w.c.) Within acceptable pressure range None required. Continue adjusting if 
preferred.

+501 Pa (+2.01 in. w.c.) or higher Inadequate vacuum boost from filter *Open slide gate(s) incrementally to 
increase vacuum boost.

Less than 0 Pa (0 in. w.c.) 
(negative pressure in duct) Excessive vacuum boost from filter **Close slide gate(s) incrementally to 

decrease vacuum boost.

*�If�all�slide�gates�are�fully�open�and�the�static�pressure�is�still�high,�the�drum�filter�is�not�providing�enough�vacuum�to�overcome�the�
pressure�losses�of�the�duct.�Check�the�drum�filter�status�and�duct�lengths,�or�contact�Osprey�for�help.

**Do�not�close�a�slide�gate�more�than�halfway;�this�can�start�to�restrict�material�flow.�Add�additional�gates�instead.

Step 3. Take a static pressure reading.
A magnehelic gauge or digital airflow meter is used to 
take the static pressure reading. Connect one end of 
the pneumatic tubing to the positive (+) port on the 
gauge (or meter), and the other end to the cyclone duct 
hole/fitting.

• If the duct has a pressure fitting: Securely connect 
the tubing to the fitting by pushing it onto the fitting.

• If the duct has a hole, but no fitting: Hold the tubing 
securely against the duct so that the opening in the 
tube aligns with the hole, and completely covers 
hole.

Note: Care must be taken to not pinch the hose as it 
is pressed against the duct, as it will result in a false 
reading.

Read the static pressure on the gauge/meter:
The target pressure is +250 Pa (+1 in. w.c.), and the 
acceptable range is 0 to +500 Pa (0 to +2 in. w.c.).

Note: If the static pressure in the duct is negative, 
instead of positive, the digital meter will display a 
negative number. Magnehelic gauges cannot display a 
negative number, so the needle will move to zero, and 
try to move past zero. If the gauge reads zero, move 
the pneumatic tubing to the negative (-) port to check 
if a negative pressure is displayed.

Step 4. Adjust the slide gates (if required).
If the static pressure reading is between 0 and +500 
Pa (0 and +2 in. w.c.), then the cyclone is balanced. 
If the static pressure is outside of this range, the slide 
gates should be adjusted accordingly until the desired 
pressure is obtained. Refer to Table 1 for reference on 
which adjustments to make.

Continue adjusting the slide gates until the static 
pressure is at the target of +250 Pa (+1 in. w.c.), or 
within the acceptable range of 0 to +500 Pa (0 to +2 
in. w.c.). As a general rule:

• If the static pressure reading is within 750 Pa (3 in. 
w.c.) of the target range, then it is best to adjust slide 
gate 1 until the target is reached. This gate is used 
for “fine-tuning.”

• If the static pressure reading is more than 750 Pa 
(3 in. w.c.) out of range, then it is usually easiest to 
adjust slide gate 2 first, in order to get the reading 
closer to the target. Slide gate 2 is used for coarse 
adjustment.

Step 5. Mark and secure the slide gate(s) in position.
Mark the slide gate with a marker to indicate the gate 
position. This mark can be referenced later in case 
the gate is accidentally adjusted. Tighten the retaining 
bolt on the slide gate housing to secure the gate in 
place. The slide gate will move from vibration if it is not 
properly tightened.

Step 6. Plug the measurement hole.
Double-check the static pressure reading, and then 
plug the hole in the duct using a plastic cap. If the 
optional pressure fittings are used, then install an 
appropriate cap on the fitting to seal it.

Step 7. Balancing is complete.
The cyclone is now balanced and ready for use. Record 
the date in your maintenance schedule, and re-balance 
every 6 months, or any time a change is made to the 
system.

Pneumatic  
tubing connected to 
positive (+) port on 
gauge and to hole in 
cyclone outlet duct

+
-

Slide gate 2  
150 mm (6 in.)

Slide gate 1  
250 mm (10 in.)

Table 1. Static Pressure Reading Actions

Drum FilterCyclone
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Steve Smith (Sales)
steve.smith@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-320-2352

Rick Klaus (Sales)
rick.klaus@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-320-2349

David Ankenbrandt (Sales)
david.ankenbrandt@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-320-2341

Kirk Harpole (Sales)
k.harpole@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-679-9880

Christoph Ritter (Sales Manager)
Europe and Middle East)
c.ritter@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 33-492-62-63-47
Isacque Nixon (Manager Spare Parts)
isacque.nixon@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-320-2355

David McGowan 
(Sales Spare Parts)
dave.mcgowan@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-679-9891

Dave Colburn
(Manager of Field Service)
david.colburn@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-320-2344

Todd Dietz (Engineering Manager)
todd.dietz@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-679-9882

Drew White (Product Development)
drew.white@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-320-2356

Sean Wallace (Controller)
sean.wallace@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-679-9879

Ken Best (Operations)
ken.best@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-320-2359

Janelle Ware (Export Coordinator)
janelle@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-679-9896

Johnny Harrell (Logistics Manager)
johnny.harrell@ospreyfilters.com
Phone: 404-427-1515

REPRESENTATIVES FOR  
SOFT DISPOSABLES

Tecnoeuropa S.A. de C.V. – Mexico
Jaime Cattori
jcattori@tecnoeuropa.com.mx
Phone: 52-55-5815-5235
Cell: 52-1-55-41-92-58-97

Osprey Assessoria – Brazil
Paulo Roberto Nascimento Borba
prnborba@uol.com.br
Phone: 55-12-3672-2000

Dougmac Pty. Ltd. –
Austrailia & New Zealand
Bruce MacGregor & Doug MacGregor
email@dougmac.com.au
Phone: 61-2-9791-9644

Moritani & Co. Ltd. –
Japan, Korea, and China
Ando Hiroyuki
ando.hiroyuki@moritani.co.jp 
Phone: 81-03-3278-6273 

 

REPRESENTATIVES FOR PLASTICS

Chris Strzelecki - AL, FL, GA, MS,
TN, USA
chris@plastequip.com
Phone: 678-428-9262
Fax: 678-947-8189

Rob Northrup - NC, SC, GA, VA
(Southern), USA
rob@plastequip.com
Phone: 678-428-9261
Fax: 770-242-1386

Andrew J. Haesler - DE, MD, NJ,
PA, NY, VA (Northern), USA
ajhinc@aol.com
Phone: 212-673-7740
Fax: 212-217-9566
Cell: 917-744-8052

Eduardo Koch G. - Mexico
gekonorm@avantel.net
Web Site: www.ekonorm.com.mx
Phone: [52] (5) 556-833908
Fax: [52] (5) 556-684871

Contact Us


